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UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE HISTORIC COSTUME AND TEXTILE COLLECTION 
CONDITION REPORT AND TREATMENT PROPOSAL 

 
 
Object type: Turquoise, Feather Pill Box Hat   	 
Catalog/accession number(s): 1998238  
Examiner: Amanda Kasman 
Maker/Distributer name: Saks Fifth Avenue, Millinery 
Salon   	 
Country of Origin: Produced in France,  
Purchased in the United States  
Date: late 1950s-1960s	   
Owner: UD Historic Costume and Textile Collection  
Donor: Gordon Freeman 
Dimensions:   Diameter of top – 7in / 18 cm  

Circumference – 21in/ 53.5cm  
Height at tallest point – 4.75 in/ 12cm  

Identifying marks/inscriptions:  
•   Cloth label from distributer reads “Saks Fifth 

Avenue, Millinery Salon, Made in France” 
•   Tied around the cloth label is a paper tag on a 

string, reads verso “1998238 Donor Gordon 
Freeman,” recto, “Closet 5B 1950’s.”  

•   Safety pinned to the string with the paper tag is a 
small Ziploc bag with an individual feather 

 
 

 
 
Materials:  
 Outside- Feathers (goose?), adhesive (Magna-tac #809?), dye (Monastral Blue?) 
 Inside- Turquoise base fabric (nylon?), light brown ribbon (grosgrain wool?), light 
 brown netting (polyester?)  

Notes Related to Use:  
•   Silver, pearl-adorned hat pin hidden under feathers of right side 
•   Worn with tallest point of hat in the back so that the top of the hat is level 

 
 
 

Figure 1. (Above) Gordon Freeman Hat 
viewed from the side and underneath, 
(Left) a close-up of the marker’s label on 
the interior reads “Saks Fifth Avenue 
Millinery Salon” 
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Historical Context: 
The original cloth label in the center back, interior of the Freeman hat reads, “Saks Fifth 

Avenue, Millinery Salon, Made in France.” The Saks Fifth Avenue Millinery Salon was formed 
by a collaboration between the New York retailers Saks and Co. and Gimbels which operated 
from 1924-1970. Despite the successful business venture’s acclaim, much of the label’s history 
remains undocumented. The salon sold original designs produced by the notable Parisian 
milliners Patou, Shiaparelli, Agnes, and Reboux, but most of these houses were closed by 1950 
(Grantland 2011, 165). The Vintage Fashion Guild forum identified the label on the Freeman hat 
as used in the 1950s and 1960s, but could provide no more concrete dates. Notably, the Millinery 
Salon distinguished, even into the mid 20th century, between couture and upscale ready-to-wear 
(Rue_de_la_Paix). The Freeman hat was most likely of the latter variety.  
 Feathers surfaced in western fashion following the middle ages, when large plumes 
placed vertically in mens’ hats denoted high status. Peacock and ostrich feathers were most 
prized, however more varied colors were desired. The dying of feathers was utilized in millinery 
as early as the fifteenth century. In the nineteenth century, entire birds were being mounted to 
hats for decoration. It was not until the early 20th century that the plight of the birds was taken 
into account, for it was nesting birds that were targeted and slaughtered for their feathers, leaving 
their chicks to parish by starvation. It was in this way the transition to more sustainable feather 
use in fashion occurred, where by designers and patrons opted for hats made from dyed feather 
trimmings of domestically raised birds, primarily goose (Lester, Katherine 2001, 74-82). That 
being said, the feathers of the Freeman hat are small, light, about an inch in length, and bright 
turquoise. Naturally turquoise feathers, which include Scrub-jay, Stellers-jay, Monk parakeet, 
and Magpie feathers, lack the uniformity of the Freeman feathers, in addition to being more 
florescent in appearance. The turquoise color being natural can be ruled out with reasonable 
certainty. Among dyed feathers, as mentioned above, goose feathers are most common, as they 
are short, light weight, and rounded. When compared to feathers available for sale online, the 
Freeman feathers resemble ‘parried white goose shoulder feathers.’ ‘Parried’ means the 
underside of the feather is sanded to weaken the quill, which makes the feathers softer and more 
flexible (25 Parried). I could not determine if the Freeman feathers were parried, though it cannot 
be ruled out. It appears that the Freeman feathers, in line with 20th century ethics, were taken 
from geese and dyed to the unnatural color observed on the final hat.	  	  
	  

	  	   	  

Figure 2. Two References from 
The Feather Atlas provided by 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 
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The dyes used today in production of consumer products were largely patented in the 

early 20th century. These come in two classifications: azo dyes and phthalocyanine dyes, the 
latter of which produces a range of blue hues. One such phthalocyanine dye is Monastral Fast 
Blue which was created in 1935 in Melbourne, Australia and caused quite a stir. (Ball, Phillip 
2001, 226-227). The Argus newspaper in Melbourne proudly asserted in November of 1935 that 
Monastral Fast Blue is “the strongest blue pigment dyestuff on the market in the class of lightfast 
pigments, and capable of withstanding a temperature of 200deg Centigrade without change of 
shade or loss of brilliance” (1935 Monastral). Naturally, it was widely used and became an 
iconic shade in the 1950s. The dye on the Freeman feathers was not tested, but there is a 
possibility the dye used was Monastral Fast Blue adapted for use in the fashion industry. 

The dyed feathers must have been applied to the hat with an adhesive. The application of 
small feathers to the entire surface of a hat was documented as early as 1915 in The Illustrated 
Milliner. The article “Concerning the Uses of Adhesives and Shellac in the Workroom” 
describes the use of a cement adhesive for securing folds without stitching and another adhesive 
into which feathers would be pressed “close together over the top of the crown curving them 
about it.” This second adhesive is not named or described (Economy, 136). From examination of 
the Freeman hat under UV light the adhesive was observed glowing a pale blue. Notably most 
adhesives’ fluorescence is not documented, fluorescence changes over time, and the color of the 
object effects the appearance of the glow. PVA is known to glow pale blue, but there is no 
evidence this adhesive was used in the Parisian fashion industry in the 1960s or 1970s (Grant 
2000, 1). The adhesive Magna-tac #809 was invented in 1956 and is marketed to milliners for 
use with feathers, but there is no evidence that this is the adhesive present on the Freeman hat 

Figure 3. Comparison of the Gordon Freeman Hat feathers (left) and parried goose feathers (right) 
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(Magna-tac 809). All research and examination of 
adhesives was thus inconclusive. 

Lastly, the hatpin in the right side of the hat 
prompts some inquiries. According to the American 
Hatpin Society, hatpin use was first documented in the 
15th century. Even then, all hatpins served the function 
of securing the hat to women’s heads by interlocking 
with the hair underneath. For five centuries, the use of 
hatpins persisted. Then, with the advent of World War 
II, when women suddenly assumed masculine positions in 
the work force, the era of wearing of hats as a token of daily 
fashion came to an end. An attachment to the concept 
hatpins persisted, however, manifesting in the form of short, 
2-3inch hat pins sold as accessories in hats after 1950. These 
serve no purpose beyond visually nostalgic appeal (A Brief). 
The pearl-adorned pin in the Freeman hat, similarly appears 
too short to have been very useful in securing the hat, so it 
can be assumed to have been decorative. However, all the 
above speculation is based on research, rather than 
indisputable fact from the owner, and the pin being 
unoriginal to the hat remains a possibility.  

“Oh dear, it was so pleasant when I didn’t have to 
wear hats,” said Jackie O, referring to the strict style 
specifications she adhered to as first lady. She ordered 
clothing items in bulk by listing fashion trends to her 
favorite saleswomen at high end department stores. One such ‘personal shopper’ Marita 
O’Connor of Bergdorf Goodman handled requests for dozens of hat styles at a time. In one letter 
to O’Connor from Jackie O, prior to her husband’s inauguration, she requested pillbox hats, 
berets, and headbands. This selection not only reflects how well planned her wardrobe was from 
the first hint that she might become first lady, but also demonstrates that Jackie did not set out to 
popularize the pillbox silhouette above all other styles (Moonan, Wendy 1998). Her wardrobe 
aimed to be fashionable but modest, new but not daring, like the pillbox hat itself, a symbol of 
her legacy.  

It should be noted that though, Jackie O popularized the pillbox hat through her 
appearance in one at her husband’s inauguration, the style was not of her own invention. The 
designer of the pillbox hat was the then little-known Roy Halston Frowick of the Halston label. 
After the inauguration, Halston’s career, already notable for having been made the head milliner 
of Bergdorf Goodman by age 21, radically changed to becoming a designer for the stars. His 
other iconic clothing designs include the shirtwaist and halter dresses, which can be thought of as 
defining the 1970s (Chico, Beverly) (Halston).  

The origin of groundbreaking styles in the second half of the twentieth century can be 
attributed to war-time rationing’s impact on the fashion industry in Europe. During the second 
World War, fashion for women was austere and simple in accordance with the limited resources. 
In reaction to this austerity, in the decades following the conflict, consumers desired delicate, 
curvaceous styles that indicated a return to traditional gender roles (Steele 1997, 1-79). In this 

Figure 4. A dry sample of Monastral 
Fast Blue Dye and the basic chemical 
structure of phthalocyanine dyes 
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way, the pillbox hat was both economically efficient in its minimalism as well as uniquely 
feminine, perfectly reflecting the trends of the 1950s and 60s.  

Contrary to what the name ‘pillbox hat’ may suggest, the hat worn by Jackie O was not 
compact or stiff. Nor was it worn asymmetrically on the front of the head as commonly shown.  
This reflects a transition is style associated with Philip Tracy toward hats called ‘fascinators’ 
(Weir, Laura, 2013). The pillbox hats worn in the 1960s were fabric based and were worn on the 
back of the head, leaving the hairline of the wearer fully visible. This served to heighten the 
appearance of the wearer, much like brim-less bonnets.  

In contrast to Jackie O’s harsh opinion of hats, the Duchess of Cambridge stated in April 
of 2011, “The fascinator [hat] is dead and I’m delighted.” By this she did not mean that hats have 
gone out of style, but rather the pillbox hat has seen a resurgence in popularity, taking back its 
place as the most iconic silhouette from Phillip Tracy’s fascinators. Fascinators were even 
banned from the royal enclosure at Ascot, the racecourse in Berkshire, England. A spokesperson 
explained that “fascinators had become an excuse for a hat rather than a substitute” and larger 
hats more closely adhered to the formal appearance expected of the royal family (Weir, Laura 
2013), very much paralleling the pill box hats’ use by American ‘royalty.’ 

 

   
 

Gordon Freeman Hat Construction:  
Outside: The feathers are arranged successively with the quill of the former covered by the tip of 
the following feather. Each is applied at a slight angle rising to the left, giving the indistinct 
layers the appearance of gently flowing. This arrangement ceases at the hat’s shoulder, where the 
feathers are pivoted with the tips facing the center and are laid flat. All of the feathers were 
pressed into the base fabric which was thickly applied with an adhesive that glows pale blue 

Figure 5. Fashion Icons who popularized the pillbox hat in their respective eras, Jackie O (left) and 
Duchess of Cambridge Catherine Middleton (right), images courtesy of kathrynmenue.wordpress.com 
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under UV light. There is a hat pin piercing the hat on the right side, but it is hidden by the 
feathers from most angles. The formal end of the pin is covered by a silver pearl. 
 
Adhesive: The pale blue glow of the adhesive (show above) could indicate the feathers were 
attached using polyvinyl acetate (Grant 2000, 1), however there is no evidence that PVA was 
used by French milliners in the 1960s. The adhesive Magna-tac #809, which was invented in 
1956 for use in fashion and millinery, fits the task and time period, but nothing is known about 
Magna-tac fluorescence (Magna-tac 809). 
 
Inside: A heavy, light brown ribbon, possibly grosgrain wool, lines the brim, covering the 
junction between the base fabric and the light brown synthetic netting.  
 

 
Figure 6.  Profile of Hat showing its right side, corrected for color. Pearl indicated with a red arrow. 

 

   
Figure 7. The areas that glow pale blue under UV light in the left image indicate areas where the base fabric, 
which is covered in adhesive, is visible through the dyed feathers. The specs of similar glowing in the right 
image indicate where adhesive seeped through the base fabric before hardening. 
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Figure 9. Three quarter view of hat overturned. Location of interior tear indicated by arrow. 

 
Condition Summary:  

Outside:  
•   Overall, feathers are in good condition; intact and but disheveled 
•   Overall, minimal grime 
•   Overall, adhesive from production appears over applied contributing to gunky appearance  
•   Overall, several scattered feathers are raised from the hat surface rather than laying flat  
•   Top of the hat, in two places, the fabric base of the hat is visible between the feathers 

 
Inside:  

•   Overall, the netting is stiff and in good, stable condition 
•   Overall, areas of heavy gluing are indicated by discoloration of the base fabric 
•   At the highest point of the hat, netting is torn through, but fabric behind is unaffected 
•   Interior brim, significant localized soiling from sweat, no tide lines  
•   Shaft of hat pin inserted in right side of hat, areas of rusting visible without removing  

 

 
Figure 10. Two areas of over gluing and disheveled feathers indicated by arrows in the bottom images 
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Figures 11-12. A small tear in the netting is indicated by a circle on the left. Interior damage in the form of rust 
on the pin (indicated by an arrow) and soiling of the brim (seen at right).  
 
Current object location:  
Temporarily in Old College 120, wrapped in acid free paper and an acid-free box. 
Regularly stored in Closet 5B in the UD Historic Costume and Textile Collection 
(UD Historic Costume and Textile Collection could not be contacted regarding environmental 
storage and display conditions.) 
 
Examination type: The hat was examined in 101 of Old College under florescent lights and 
under UV light to aid in identify the adhesive.  
            
Recommendations: 
•   Store with acid-free paper gently stuffed into the interior to keep the hat’s shape 
•   Store with the brim down to keep the hat’s shape 
•   Wrap loosely with acid-free paper to prevent further disheveling of feathers 
•   Store in a dry, dark place, preferably with consistent temperature and relative humidity 
•   Regularly check for pest infestations 
•   Avoid touching the feathers whenever possible 

 
Examined by: 4/15/16, Amanda Kasman,  
Vicki Cassman/Textile Conservator/4/15/16  
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